Cystic lung disease encompasses various pathologic conditions such as air, fluid, or a combination of both. Among them, congenital cystic lesions comprise congenital pulmonary airway malformation, bronchogenic cyst, pulmonary sequestration, bronchial atresia and congenital lobar emphysema. These lesions should be precisely evaluated for size, location, and the relationship with the surrounding structures; however, this is sometimes difficult, particularly in infants. Such lesions are typically assessed using CT, which provides fast and high spatial resolution imaging. However, CT has a certain amount of radiation exposure. Although there is no radiation exposure with MRI, its use in the lung has been restricted due to the extremely short T~2~, low proton density, susceptibility artifact, and the heart and respiratory motion. Therefore, MRI is mainly used for assessing lesions in the mediastinum, pleura, and chest wall. Assessment of lung lesions such as nodules and those with ground glass opacity on MRI are still controversial. Moreover, air-containing cystic lung lesions have less proton density and their imaging is challenging, particularly in infants whose thorax is very small, making it difficult to obtain high spatial resolution imaging on MRI.

However, recent application of ultrashort echo time (UTE) imaging allows visualization of the lung and airway.^[@B1]--[@B3]^ One UTE technique, pointwise encoding time reduction with radial acquisition (PETRA), acquires data in central *k* space in pointwise encoding and outer *k* space in radial projection.^[@B4]^ In addition, PETRA uses very limited gradient changes in the MRI unit. As a result, this sequence provides a relatively good UTE image as well as a silent scan.^[@B5]^ We present two infants diagnosed with congenital cystic lung disease on fetal sonography and MRI, who underwent both CT and PETRA at 6 months of age for assissing the detailed pathologic condition and resectability. After obtaining Institutional Review Board approval, informed consent was obtained from the parents.

MRI was performed on a 3T unit (Magnetom Verio, Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany) using a body matrix coil. Infants were wrapped in a vacuum immobilization bag and intravenously sedated. PETRA was obtained using 3D radial sampling based on the UTE technique; the parameters included TR/TE = 5000/0.07 ms, flip angle = 6°, FOV = 284 × 284 × 284 mm, matrix = 352 × 352 × 352, echo space = 3.75 ms, slice thickness = 0.8 mm, radial spoke = 55000, and section orientation, sagittal plane (resolution = 0.81 × 0.81 × 0.8 mm). Acquisition time was 4 min 40 s, and no respiratory or cardiac gating was used. The recognizability and area of the cystic lung lesions were comparative or slightly lower on PETRA than on CT ([Figs. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Although detailed visibility of the anatomical structures was superior on CT than on PETRA, a use of PETRA such as in an initial imaging examination or follow-up study for lung lesions will eliminate the use of CT scans in infants, particularly who need repeated CT scans, thus reducing radiation exposure. Imaging quality of UTE for the lung may be improved by a use of respiratory gating or another sampling method such as stack-of-spirals acquisition.

PETRA may provide a relatively good image quality of cystic lung lesions in infants.
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![Multiple cystic lesions in a 6-month-old girl in the right lower lung, which was resected and pathologically diagnosed as bronchial atresia after resection. Pointwise encoding time reduction with radial acquisition (PETRA) (**A** and **B**) well demonstrates cystic lesions in the right lower lung compared with CT (**C** and **D**). The area of the cystic lesions is comparable between PETRA and CT. Small cystic lesions were better visualized on CT than on PETRA.](mrms-18-299-g1){#F1}

![Multiple cystic lesions in the left lower lung in a 6-month-old girl. Compared with CT, pointwise encoding time reduction with radial acquisition (PETRA) (**A** and **B**) demonstrates multiple cystic lesions relatively well, except for small cystic lesions (**C** and **D**). The area of the cystic lesions is comparable between PETRA and CT.](mrms-18-299-g2){#F2}
